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Abstract

Cerium oxide nanoparticles (Nanoceria) have shown promise as catalytic antioxidants in the test 

tube, cell culture models and animal models of disease. However given the reactivity that is well 

established at the surface of these nanoparticles, the biological utilization of Nanoceria as a 

therapeutic still poses many challenges. Moreover the form that these particles take in a biological 

environment, such as the changes that can occur due to a protein corona, are not well established. 

This review aims to summarize the existing literature on biological use of Nanoceria, and to raise 

questions about what further study is needed to apply this interesting catalytic material to 

biomedical applications. These questions include: 1) How does preparation, exposure dose, route 

and experimental model influence the reported effects of Nanoceria in animal studies? 2) What are 

the considerations to develop Nanoceria as a therapeutic agent in regards to these parameters? 3) 

What biological targets of reactive oxygen species (ROS) and reactive nitrogen species (RNS) are 

relevant to this targeting, and how do these properties also influence the safety of these 

nanomaterials?

I. Overview – Introduction and overview

Cerium oxide nanoparticles, also known as nanoceria, have been utilized for decades for 

applications in glass polishing and chemical mechanical polishing applications 1, 2. In 
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addition, considerable interest has also arisen in the use of cerium oxide based fuel additives 

to reduce soot and increase efficiency of Diesel engines 3. In addition the study of cerium 

oxide in polishing and catalysis has been well developed for a number of years, and is 

reviewed in other works in the Environmental Science: Nano Nanoceria Research themed 

collection. However the biological application of this rare earth oxide began in earnest 

around 2006 with some groundbreaking studies that showed nanoceria exhibited antioxidant 

character in cell culture models 4–9.

These studies ignited an area of research that now has a larger group of scientists engaged in 

the study of Nanoceria for biomedical applications. A number of these scientists are 

authoring this report to establish a foothold on where we are in terms of biomedical 

applications of nanoceria, and also to set forth the challenges faced to safely and effectively 

use this metal oxide for biomedicine.

This critical review summarizes the findings of studies that have shown nanoceria to act in a 

beneficial manner in cell culture and animal studies. In addition this review emphasizes the 

correlation between surface chemistry of nanoceria and its catalytic properties. The surface 

corona is also discussed and integrated into discussion and review of surface modifications. 

This review does not discuss the toxicology or toxicity of nanoceria, as this is the focus of 

another review in this special issue 10. The discussion of surface chemistry and material 

science in this review is also tied closely with another review in this special issue that asks 

broader questions about ceria and it uses in various applications 11. A third closely related 

review discusses more of the nanoparticle aspects of cerium oxide that also relates to the 

catalytic nature of nanoceria that is presented in this work12. Since these works were 

developed in parallel, extensive cross-referencing is made difficult and thus the reader is 

encouraged to seek out information in all the reviews of this special issue on nanoceria.

II. The biological identity of nanoceria

The biological behavior of a nanoparticle, including its biodistribution, pharmacokinetics, 

toxicity, dissolution, and elimination, depends on its physical and chemical properties. In the 

past, it was assumed that the properties of a nanoparticle within a biological system are the 

same as the properties it had following synthesis. Recently, researchers have discovered that 

nanoparticles interact with a diverse collection of soluble biomolecules when they enter a 

biological environment. Biomolecule-nanoparticle interactions lead to the formation of an 

adsorbed biomolecular corona 13, 14. The biomolecular corona changes the size, surface 

charge, and composition of the nanoparticle, giving it a biological identity that is distinct 

from its synthetic identity 15. It is the biological identity that is ‘seen’ by the components of 

a biological system 16. Biomolecule-nanoparticle interactions can also change the 

aggregation state, activity, and dissolution characteristics of a nanoparticle. As a result, 

biomolecule-nanoparticle interactions within a biological environment influence a 

nanoparticle’s biological behavior. While biomolecule-nanoparticle interactions within 

biofluids have been studied for a wide array of different nanoparticle types, there is a 

relative scarcity of research specifically considering ceria nanoparticles (nanoceria). This 

section briefly describes general principles governing the formation of the biological identity 

and its influence on downstream biological interactions. Interested readers are referred to 
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more comprehensive reviews for a detailed discussion of this topic 14, 15, 17. Where 

appropriate, the highlighted principles are applied to the specific case of nanoceria. In the 

future, it may be possible to deliberately engineer the biological identity of nanoceria to 

maximize efficacy and safety, enable new applications, and speed clinical translation. 

Although the biomolecular corona typically consists of proteins, lipids, sugars, and small 

molecules, the remainder of this section will focus on protein-nanoparticle interactions 

because they hold particular biological significance and are the most widely studied.

Formation of the biological identity of nanoceria

Biofluids typically contain diverse collections of soluble proteins. Blood plasma, for 

example, contains over 3700 unique proteins, varying in abundance by over 10 orders of 

magnitude 18. When a nanoparticle enters a biofluid, proteins begin migrating towards its 

surface. The most abundant proteins will, on average, arrive first. Often, the most abundant 

proteins associate weakly with the nanoparticle surface, desorb rapidly and return to 

solution. Over time, proteins with lower abundance but higher affinity replace proteins with 

high abundance but low affinity 19, 20. Although there is no fixed time period over which the 

exchange process takes place, the protein corona around many nanoparticle formulations 

reaches a quasi-equilibrium state within minutes 21, 22. Because the nanoparticle surface 

tends to enrich low abundance proteins, the relative abundance of proteins in the adsorbed 

protein corona does not, in general, follow the relative abundance of the same proteins in the 

biofluid 23, 24. This has led to the somewhat unexpected observation that the most abundant 

protein in blood plasma, serum albumin, is found at low abundance within the protein 

corona around most nanoparticle formulations 1525. Although it has not yet been established 

experimentally, the protein corona around nanoceria will presumably enrich low abundance 

proteins.

Proteins within the protein corona are conceptually divided into two classes depending on 

their adsorption affinity 13, 24. Proteins within the ‘hard’ corona are strongly-bound and 

remain associated with the nanoparticle for minutes or hours. Proteins within the ‘soft’ 

corona, in contrast, form a dynamic equilibrium with the nanoparticle and rapidly desorb 

when the biofluid is removed. Casals et al. observed that, over a time period spanning days, 

the protein corona around nanoceria exposed to fetal bovine serum evolved from a dynamic 

reversible state to an irreversible state. The authors referred to this process as 

hardening 26, 27. Hardening of the protein corona may be a result of changes in the 

conformation and orientation of adsorbed proteins.

Because of their prolonged residence time, proteins within the hard corona remain 

associated with the nanoparticle as it interacts with components of the biological system, 

including cells. The hard corona thus defines, in part or in whole, the bioactive interface of a 

nanoparticle in a biological environment, while the soft corona is thought to play a less 

important role.

Since the hard corona can be isolated from the surrounding biological environment, and 

given its importance in mediating the biological response, its composition is relatively well 

characterized. A priori, it is unclear which of the hundreds or thousands of distinct proteins 

within a biofluid will be incorporated in the hard protein corona around a given nanoparticle 
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formulation. To characterize the composition of the hard protein corona, researchers are 

relying increasingly on modern quantitative mass spectrometry techniques adapted from the 

field of proteomics 22, 28, 29. These techniques are capable of simultaneously identifying and 

quantifying the relative abundance of proteins within a complex sample by rapidly 

sequencing peptide fragments generated by proteolysis. Given the prevalence of intravenous 

injection as a route of nanoparticle administration, the majority of researchers have 

characterized the composition of the protein corona following exposure to isolated blood 

plasma or serum. The plasma protein corona around a wide range of distinct nanoparticles 

including carbon nanotubes 30, metal oxide nanoparticles 31, polymer nanoparticles 23, 

liposomes 32, silica nanoparticles 24, and gold nanoparticles 33 has been extensively 

characterized. These studies have shown that the plasma protein corona is complex, 

routinely consisting of dozens of distinct proteins spanning orders of magnitude in relative 

abundance 14, 15. Adsorbed plasma proteins tend to be involved in complement activation, 

coagulation, opsonization, acute phase responses, and inflammation. However, there is no 

‘universal’ plasma protein corona formed around all nanoparticles. Instead, the identities and 

relative abundances of the adsorbed proteins depend on the nanoparticle composition, size, 

shape, and surface modification. At the time of writing, no detailed proteomic studies 

characterizing the plasma protein corona around nanoceria have been published.

It has been widely reported that irrespective of the surface charge of a nanoparticle 

following synthesis, it acquires a negative surface charge after being incubated in blood 

plasma 21, 33, 34. When proteins adsorb to the surface of a nanoparticle, the charge of the 

nanoparticle reflects the charge of the adsorbed proteins, not the underlying synthesized 

nanoparticle surface. Because proteins in plasma tend to carry a net negative charge at 

physiological pH, their adsorption imparts a negative charge to the nanoparticle. Even 

nanoparticles with cationic surfaces after synthesis undergo a charge reversal upon 

incubation in blood plasma 35. This observation calls into question the long-standing belief 

that cationic nanoceria associate with cells by interacting electrostatically with anionic cell-

surface glycoproteins.

Upon exposure to a biofluid, protein-nanoparticle interactions may induce nanoparticle 

aggregation or promote colloidal stability 36. The adsorption of large, bulky, and hydrophilic 

proteins, such as serum albumin, has been shown to stabilize nanoparticles against 

aggregation by sterically inhibiting direct nanoparticle contact, whereas the adsorption of 

smaller proteins that are more hydrophobic or those that carry a charge that is opposed to the 

that of the nanoparticles tends to promote aggregation 37, 38. Protein-nanoparticle 

interactions can also act to pull apart nanoparticles that are aggregated upon entering a 

biofluid. Protein-nanoparticle interactions may have a significant influence on the 

aggregation state of nanoceria within biofluids given that most preparations are aggregated 

after synthesis 39. Biomolecule interactions within the environment may also alter nanoceria 

stability, altering its availability and ecotoxicity 40.

Influence of the biological identity on the biological response to nanoceria

The mechanism of interaction between nanoparticles and cells, along with the resulting 

cellular response is typically studied using in vitro cell culture systems. Studies have shown 
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that the presence of serum proteins in the cell culture media decreases the association of 

carbon nanotubes 41, titanium dioxide nanoparticles 39, silica nanoparticles 42, polystyrene 

nanoparticles 43, quantum dots 44, gold nanoparticles 44, and graphene oxide nanosheets 45 

with multiple cell types from distinct tissue sources. Lesniak et al. suggest that, in the 

absence of serum proteins, nanoparticles with high surface activity interact strongly with 

biomolecules within the cell membrane, which promotes cell association and uptake 46. 

When serum is present in the culture media, adsorbed serum proteins ‘passivate’ the 

nanoparticle surface, rendering it hydrophilic and creating a steric shield that inhibits direct 

interactions between the cell membrane and the underlying nanoparticle surface.

The passivation of a nanoparticle’s surface by adsorbed serum proteins can also inhibit 

physical damage to the cell membrane and cell-surface biomolecules that results in 

cytotoxicity 47. It has been suggested that the formation of an artificial biomolecular corona 

may be used as a means of ‘detoxifying’ nanoparticle formulations, including nanoceria, 

prior to use in medical applications or disposal and release in the environment 48. However, 

this approach must be taken with care, since degradation or loss of the protective coating 

could restore the toxicity of the formulations 49.

While the formation of a protein corona may suppress non-specific interactions between the 

pristine nanoparticle surface and the cell surface, specific interactions between cell-surface 

receptors and adsorbed proteins are also possible. The adsorption of plasma protein 

opsonins, in particular immunoglobulins and some complement factors, makes nanoparticles 

more ‘visible’ to tissue-resident macrophages in the liver and spleen 50–52. Macrophages 

selectively express opsonin receptors including Fc and complement receptors that recognize 

surface-adsorbed opsonins, leading to efficient nanoparticle uptake 53. Opsonin adsorption 

and induced aggregation upon exposure to blood plasma are considered two of the most 

important causes of the rapid clearance of nanoparticles from the blood following 

intravenous administration 54.

Designing nanoceria with controlled biological identities and biological responses

The physical and chemical properties of a nanoparticle determine the nature of protein-

nanoparticle interactions within a biofluid and the composition and structure of the protein 

corona. This is because the propensity of a nanoparticle to engage in interactions with 

specific amino acid side chains will determine the relative protein affinities 55. Changes in 

the charge, hydrophobicity, and chemical structure of a nanoparticle’s surface will thus 

influence the composition of the resulting protein corona. For example, acidic carboxy-

functionalized polystyrene nanoparticles preferentially adsorb basic proteins (pI > 5.5) from 

plasma, whereas amine-functionalized polystyrene nanoparticles preferentially adsorb acidic 

proteins (pI < 5.5) 56. It is likely that changes in the physical and chemical properties of 

nanoceria will influence the composition and structure of the resulting protein corona.

Nanoparticle size influences lateral interactions between adjacent adsorbed proteins and the 

local geometry and structure of the protein binding sites on a nanoparticle. As such, the 

interaction of biomolecules with nanoparticles tends to be distinct from the interaction of 

biomolecules with ‘bulk’ materials with the same composition 28. However, there are no 

obvious correlations between protein molecular weight, isoelectric point, and the trend in 
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relative adsorption between nanoparticle sizes. It is likely that the effect of nanoparticle size 

on the adsorbed abundance of individual proteins is a complex function of protein size, 

shape, amino acid composition, and 3D structure. Yet, it appears that the effect of 

nanoparticle size becomes significant only when it approaches the size of the protein, which 

typically occurs in the ~<30 nm range 29, 57, 58. Since nanoceria formulations are in the 

sub-10 nm range, changes in nanoceria size are expected to influence the composition of the 

protein corona.

The adsorbed surface stabilizers that are incorporated either synthetically or post-

synthetically influence the surface chemistry of a nanoparticle. As such, a given nanoparticle 

core with a specific geometry, chemical composition, and crystallinity has a range of 

possible protein coronae, depending on the chemistry, structure, and surface arrangement of 

the associated surface stabilizers. Rational design of the surface stabilizing molecules is one 

method that can be used to control protein-nanoparticle interactions and thus the biological 

behavior of a nanoparticle. Because uncontrolled protein adsorption can often lead to 

detrimental effects, such as the rapid clearance of nanoparticles by tissue-resident 

macrophages of the liver and spleen, surface modification strategies have been developed 

with the goal of altogether eliminating protein adsorption. One of the most popular strategies 

is to graft the surface of a nanoparticle with long chains of the hydrophilic and 

conformationally-flexible polymer poly(ethylene glycol) (PEG) 59. PEG grafting prevents 

protein adsorption by blocking protein-binding sites and creating a steric barrier that 

prevents protein diffusion to the nanoparticle surface 60. While PEG grafting is effective at 

reducing plasma protein adsorption and macrophage uptake, and hence increasing blood 

half-life, it also reduces interactions with target cells, which can lower target-site 

localization 29, 61, 62.

Instead of designing the surface of a nanoparticle to eliminate protein adsorption, it may 

instead be designed to selectively adsorb specific plasma proteins that promote target site 

localization. Using nanoceria as a reactive oxygen species scavenger for the treatment of 

neurodegenerative diseases is one of its most promising therapeutic applications. The 

delivery of functional nanoceria to the brain is a prerequisite for such applications, but is 

also a significant technical challenge. If nanoceria are administered intravenously, they must 

not only evade capture by tissue-resident macrophages, but must also cross the layer of 

endothelial cells that comprises the blood-brain barrier (BBB). Studies have shown that 

coating polymer nanoparticles with polysorbate 80 can significantly enhance their transport 

across the BBB63. Adsorbed polysorbate 80 promotes the selective adsorption of 

apolipoproteins B and E to the nanoparticle surface, which facilitate transcytosis by 

interacting with lipoprotein receptors expressed on the surface of BBB endothelial 

cells 64, 65. Surface-modifying nanoceria to selectively adsorb apoliproteins B and E from 

blood plasma may also facilitate their transport across the BBB. However, it is not yet clear 

whether polysorbate 80 modification of nanoceria will promote the adsorption of 

apolipoproteins B and E.

The importance of protein-nanoparticle interactions in the fields of nanomedicine and 

nanotoxicity has begun to emerge, suggesting a critical role of the protein ‘corona’ in 

mediating the biological effects of nanoparticles. Development of the corona is a dynamic, 
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two-step process that results in the evolution of a stable, ‘hard corona’ and a more labile 

‘soft corona’. The cellular effects of the protein–nanoparticle interface are diverse and the 

have only recently been studied in simplified biological systems. The effects of protein 

binding include cell membrane receptor activation and altered routes of endocytosis and 

cellular trafficking. The nature of this protein mantle is dictated by the size, composition and 

surface properties of the nanoparticle. The astounding divergence in the abundance and 

nature of proteins comprising this layer has been described with only very modest changes 

in physico-chemical attributes 66. Given the complexity of these interactions, a formidable 

task lies ahead in understanding the nature of these interactions, predicting the biological 

outcome of nanoparticle-protein interactions and studying these effects in intact, living 

systems. This is particularly relevant for harnessing the potential of nanoceria in biological 

applications. The inherent ability of nanoceria to participate in redox-coupled reactions 

reflects their significant surface reactivity. The adsorption of proteins to nanoceria may 

reduce its catalytic potential but, more importantly, may alter the conformation of proteins 

bound to the particle, exposing novel biological epitopes that may drive downstream cellular 

effects not normally associated with the native protein. Gaining insight into the nature of 

these complex interactions is critical for the rational design of nanoceria in the future.

III. Cerium oxide nanoparticles act as biological mimics of enzymes 

involved in oxidative stress defense

Cerium oxide nanoparticles (Nanoceria) act as superoxide dismutase mimetics

Superoxide (O2
•−), the product of a one electron reduction of the dioxygen diradical (O2), is 

a key reactive oxygen species in biological systems 67. It is generated as a by-product of a 

number of metabolic processes such as the respiratory chain in the mitochondria as well as 

enzymes such as xanthine oxidase 68. Although it can spontaneously decompose into 

hydrogen peroxide, it also can react with other radicals such as the nitric oxide radical (•NO) 

to generate other oxidants including peroxynitrite (ONOO-). Because of these reactions, 

mammals and many microbes produce catalysts to limit the steady state concentration of 

superoxide in the cell, primarily superoxide dismutases and superoxide reductases 69. 

However during inflammation, the production of superoxide can overwhelm these defenses 

leading to increased reactive oxygen species (ROS) and reactive nitrogen species (RNS). 

Thus keeping superoxide levels in check is a key determinant in the limitation of 

inflammation.

Nanoceria were first shown to be superoxide dismutase (SOD) mimetics by Korsvik et al. 70 

in 2007. In this report two preparations of Nanoceria were studied – one with very few 

cerium atoms in the +3 oxidation state at the surface and a second material with higher 

levels of cerium atoms in the +3 oxidation state based on X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy 

(XPS) analysis. This was the first report of a catalytic activity for this material under 

biologically relevant conditions (aqueous buffered near neutrality). Indeed it also established 

an important parameter – that the synthesis of the nanoparticles and the surface chemical 

properties of this material can make a significant difference in terms of catalytic activity of 

the material. A follow up study focused on further analysis of this surface chemistry 

revealed that the nanoparticles with higher amounts of cerium atoms in the +3 oxidation 
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state at the surface could be altered by excess hydrogen peroxide to revert to a surface 

chemistry with lower levels of this reduced state 71. In line with Korsvik et al., this change 

in surface chemistry also correlated with a reduction in the SOD mimetic activity.

The impact of PEGylation on the SOD mimetic activity by nanoceria

The first study to address the generation of a biocompatible surface of cerium oxide utilized 

polyethylene glycol polymers (PEGylation). The presence of PEG on the surface of the 

Nanoceria did not prevent SOD mimetic activity, and the level of cerium in the +3 oxidation 

state again correlated well with the SOD mimetic activity 72. However the extent of PEG 

coverage may alter the reactivity of the surface depending on the synthesis procedures used 

to make the Nanoceria. Another attempt to make Nanoceria more stable was reported in 

2012 using poly(lactic-co-glycolic acid) (PLGA) 73. The PLGA coated Nanoceria retained 

SOD mimetic activity for a longer period of time (90 days) after synthesis, a process known 

as ‘aging’. The precise changes and the mechanism of these changes that occur during aging 

are not well understood. In addition to surface changes for biomaterial applications, another 

report showed that phosphate ions could also shift the surface oxidation state of Nanoceria 

and result in changes in SOD mimetic activity 74. This study presumed that the phosphate 

ions are binding in or near oxygen vacancies that are predicted to lead to reduced cerium 

atoms at the surface, although it should be noted that phosphate binding to other cerium 

oxide nanoparticles may or may not affect their catalytic activities depending on the 

presence of stabilizing groups. Recent work showed that phosphate ions are binding on ceria 

nanoparticles enriched in the +3 oxidation state while they do not adsorb when Ce is mostly 

in the +4 valence state 75.

Evidence for SOD mimetic activity in vivo

Estevez et al. demonstrated in an ischemic brain slice model that cerium oxide nanoparticles 

exhibited potent SOD mimetic activity 76. A more recent report by Ganesana et al. studied 

SOD mimetic activity of Nanoceria in a brain slice model and demonstrated that 

administration of Nanoceria did lead to reduction in the superoxide levels in this ex vivo 

system. In this study the authors were able to show that 5 micromolar levels of Nanoceria is 

equivalent to 580 units of SOD activity – a remarkable level of catalytic activity in this 

model 77. This key finding indicates that under biologically relevant conditions Nanoceria 

do exhibit SOD mimetic activity 77. Thus all these reports have validated the initial report 

that Nanoceria can exhibit SOD mimetic activity by a variety of assay systems and also 

show that this activity is likely occurring in vivo. Studies that tie this activity to efficacy of 

Nanoceria are not discussed here but are discussed elsewhere in this article and 

compendium.

Although there are significant amounts of wet chemistry data that correlate the SOD 

mimetic activity with surface chemistry and material synthesis, the core reaction mechanism 

is still not well understood. A recent study that used a combination of molecular dynamics 

(MD) and density functional theory (DFT) alongside wet chemical measurements has shed 

some light on the reactivity of Nanoceria with superoxide 78. In this study, the presence of 

water on the surface of Nanoceria was investigated and the results suggest that cerium oxide 

that is synthesized in water contains reactive regions that are altered upon dehydration. To 
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confirm these predictions, water based Nanoceria were synthesized and shown to have SOD 

mimetic activity only prior to dehydration. Removal of water from this preparation 

significantly reduced the SOD mimetic activity of the nanoparticles. This study can lead to 

future work to better understand the mechanism of superoxide dismutase activity of 

Nanoceria.

Nanoceria display catalase mimetic activity

Pirmohamed et al. have also described the catalase mimetic activity of Nanoceria 71. Several 

classes of enzymes are involved in the modulation of hydrogen peroxide levels in mammals, 

including catalase, glutathione peroxidases and peroxiredoxins. The overall catalytically 

weak activity of Nanoceria as compared to the highly efficient catalyst catalase initially 

suggested this activity might not be relevant in vivo 79. However studies have shown that 

peroxides are likely the most stable and abundant ROS in vivo, and thus a catalyst that can 

reduce peroxide levels could prove critical during inflammation or to prevent metal 

catalyzed oxidation reactions (Fenton reactions) from occurring. However the role that 

peroxides play in biology is growing, and the level of peroxides is modulated by a number 

of enzymes (glutathione peroxidases, peroxiredoxins, catalase), many of which require 

reducing potential in the form of thioredoxin and glutaredoxin 80.

Moreover the catalase mimetic activity of Nanoceria is inversely related to the SOD mimetic 

activity in terms of the surface charge of cerium. In other words, when the concentration of 

cerium atoms at the surface of the nanoparticle in the +3 oxidation state are more abundant, 

the catalase mimetic activity is weak 79. It was in this initial study that we stumbled upon 

(by accident) the effect of phosphate ions on these activities. A follow up study showed that 

phosphate can interconvert Nanoceria from SOD to catalase mimetics in vitro, correlating 

with cerium reduction state 74. This suggests overall that reduced cerium sites, i.e. oxygen 

vacancies, do not contribute to catalase mimetic activity and thus reduce the overall 

reactivity of the nanoparticle. This also indicates that, given that the level of phosphate in 

most biological systems is in the millimolar range, the reactivity of nanoceria with 

phosphate must be taken into account when correlating chemical reactions in a test tube to 

chemistry occurring in vivo. In contrast, a very recent report by Vicki Colvin’s group has 

shown that Nanoceria produced by an alternate method (not water based) are good catalase 

mimetics, and the authors of this study suggest that oxygen vacancies are critical to the 

reactivity with hydrogen peroxide 81. In addition the authors found that when coated with 

oleic acid, these Nanoceria were quite stable over a long period of time and were more 

robust as catalysts in successive reactions. This adds to our understanding of CeNP stability 

and the properties resulting from synthesis, but will also lead to renewed efforts to 

understand the catalysis that is occurring at the surface as well. Another study has shown 

that aqueous Nanoceria have both SOD mimetic and catalase mimetic in vivo 82. It should 

also be noted that some groups have questioned the presence of cerium in the 3+ oxidation 

state 83, thus given the disparity in the results of several studies there is likely an underlying 

mechanism that has yet to be elucidated.
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Evidence for scavenging of nitric oxide radical

The first report that conclusively demonstrated the scavenging of reactive nitrogen species is 

that of Estevez et al. 76. This study was done in an intact brain tissue that generated reactive 

oxygen and nitrogen species in vitro, and thus it is clear that Nanoceria can directly affect 

(reduce) RNS in vivo. In parallel work in vitro, Dowding et al. investigated whether 

Nanoceria could react with biologically relevant reactive nitrogen species. The radical gas 

nitric oxide (•NO) can be followed by a number of techniques and can be generated by a 

series of chemicals known as NONOates. Dowding measured the level of nitric oxide 

generated from NONOates using two independent methods 84, and followed the reaction of 

nitric oxide with the ferrous form of hemoglobin. This study found that in the presence of 

Nanoceria with a low level of cerium in the +3 oxidation state, the Nanoceria could prevent 

the interaction with ferrous hemoglobin in a dose dependent manner 84. This indicated that 

nitric oxide was interacting with Nanoceria. An alternate NONOate was also tested by an 

alternate method to follow nitric oxide, a copper fluorescein complex. Again the presence of 

Nanoceria with lower levels of cerium in the +3 oxidation state reduced the reaction of NO 

with the copper complex, indicating a reactivity with Nanoceria 84. In both cases positive 

controls such as glutathione or a radical scavenger (DEPMPO) were also shown to compete. 

These results suggest strongly that Nanoceria can scavenge nitric oxide. Because the level of 

nitric oxide is difficult to follow in vitro, the kinetics of this reaction has not yet been 

established.

Nanoceria accelerate the decay of peroxynitrite

Peroxynitrite (ONOO-) is a strong oxidizing agent that is formed primarily from the reaction 

of superoxide and nitric oxide radicals 85. Given the significant reduction in nitrotyrosine 

levels (about 70%) observed by Estevez 76, the possibility that Nanoceria reacted with 

peroxynitrite was raised. This potent oxidant and nitrating species is stable under basic 

conditions, yet spontaneously decomposes at neutral or near neutral pH. This allowed for the 

reaction of peroxynitrite in a controlled (pH dependent) fashion with nanoceria 86. Dowding 

observed a significant increase in the decay of peroxynitrite when Nanoceria were present in 

a buffered reaction near physiological pH levels 87. A comparable peroxynitrite scavenger, 

uric acid, was needed in millimolar levels to show the same accelerated decay (Figure 1). 

Thus it is likely that Nanoceria are potent reactants with peroxynitrite in vivo, yet this is 

difficult at best to study in vitro, given the cadre of end products that occur upon 

peroxynitrite decay 85. The boronate probe used to follow peroxynitrite levels have been 

shown to be preferentially detecting peroxynitrite 87. Nanoceria were also shown to reduce 

3-nitrotyrosine levels in proteins when exposed to peroxynitrite in a test tube 87, mirroring 

the results obtained in vitro 76. This indicates by a variety of methods that Nanoceria are 

reacting with peroxynitrite directly or one of its many radical end products during 

decomposition, such as the carbonate radical 85.

Given the wide distribution of the types of nanoceria, and the differences observed in 

catalytic activity, a summary of a wide range of studies in which the surface chemistry of 

nanoceria has been combined with the study of catalysis is listed in Table S1 (ESI). This 

table enables a comparison of the types of nanoceria synthesis method, nanoceria catalysis 

and references the study from which the data are derived. Albeit not all inclusive, this can 
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give the reader a guide to the kinds of correlations that have been observed for surface 

chemistry analysis and catalytic activities.

IV. Uptake and Distribution of cerium oxide using in vitro cell culture 

models and in vivo models

Redox active cerium oxide nanoparticles (Nanoceria) can scavenge reactive oxygen (ROS) 

as well as reactive nitrogen species (RNS). It is interesting to mention that the regenerative 

nature of Nanoceria’ surface make these nanoparticles different from other known 

antioxidant molecules. Different bio-medical applications of Nanoceria that have been 

explored in the last few years include inhibition of neovascular macular degeneration 88–90, 

protection against laser induced eye damage 5, protection against radiation induced tissue 

damage 4, 91, 92, induction of pro-angiogenesis and wound healing 93–96, management of 

ischemic stroke, neurodegenerative diseases 9, 97–100, anti-angiogenesis and inhibition of 

tumor stroma interaction 101–104. These studies, using both in vitro and in vivo models, have 

shown that Nanoceria have the potential to be developed as a therapeutic agent for a wide 

range of pathologies associated with oxidative injury.

Subcellular localization of nanoceria

Nanoparticles’ cellular interaction, cellular uptake and subcellular localization are 

determined by physical properties of the nanoparticles which include nanoparticles’ size/

agglomeration status in media, surface charge, and residual surfactant/presence of functional 

group/coating on the surface of the nanoparticles. Negatively charged nanoceria particles 

were taken up effectively in a cell culture model (A549) in one of the first studies to address 

uptake 105. These nanoceria were bare, but the potential for difference in uptake in cells 

based on surface bound chemicals (ions, lipids, proteins, protein corona) likely can alter 

uptake efficiency and the mechanism(s) of uptake. Residual hexamethylenetetramine (HMT) 

on the surface of the nanoceria not only changes the catalytic property of the nanoparticles 

(increased phosphatase activity, and loss of SOD and catalase mimetic activity), but also led 

to increases in the cellular uptake (HUVEC cell culture). Higher surface charge 

nanoparticles nanoceria2 (30.2 mV) and HMT-nanoceria (34.6 mV) were found to be taken 

up with greater efficiency as compared to nanoceria1 (18 mV). Moreover, cellular uptake of 

HMT-nanoceria was two fold higher compared to nanoceria2, which suggests that the 

presence of a functional group/stabilizer can influences nanoparticle-cell interaction and 

therefore cellular uptake 86. In our previous study we have shown that for nanoceria1 and 

nanoceria2 after incubation in HUVEC cell culture medium both show ~(−)9 mV surface 

charge 93, therefore differential cellular uptake may be due to difference in physicochemical 

properties. In particular, presence of functional groups/molecule on the surface of the 

nanoparticles can have greater influence on nanoparticle-cell interaction then surface charge, 

which may explain different trend in the uptake observed in these two studies. 86, 105. 

Moreover, two different cell lines used in these studies cannot be ignored. Since these 

nanoceria were made in different ways this emphasizes influences of the variability of the 

nanoparticles physiochemical properties in biological systems.
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The cellular uptake mechanism of nanoceria has also been studied using carboxy-

fluorescence conjugated nanoceria (F-nanoceria). Energy dependent, clathrin and caveolae-

mediated endocytosis was reported for the cellular uptake of F-nanoceria. F-nanoceria were 

observed localized in lysosomes, the endoplasmic reticulum and mitochondria, in addition to 

the cytoplasm and nucleus 106. The presence of nanoceria in all major subcellular 

compartments ensures protection against a variety of oxidative stresses. However it should 

be noted that the behavior of bare nanoceria as compared to that conjugated with a dye is 

likely quite different.

Cerium oxide bio-distribution and route of administration

The route of administration of the nanoparticles is another important parameter to assess in 

delivering materials to particular target organs. achieve maximum benefits of nanoceria. In-

vivo real time imaging revealed that intravenous injection of F-nanoceria deposited in liver 

within 3 h of injection. Moreover, F-nanoceria were mainly found deposited in the liver, 

spleen and lungs and persisted 2 weeks after F-nanoceria injection.

To examine bio-distribution of bare nanoceria, 0.5 mg/kg of body weight of nanoceria (once 

in a week) were administered in three different routes, perorally (PO), intravenously (IV), or 

intraperitoneally (IP) for two and five weeks. IV administration resulted in the greatest 

tissue deposition (liver, kidney, heart, brain, spleen and lung) of Nanoceria, followed by the 

IP and PO routes, results that were quantified using inductively coupled plasma mass 

spectroscopy. For IV and IP routes, nanoceria mainly deposited in the spleen and liver 

whereas very low amounts were found in the lungs and kidneys. It is important to mention 

that this specific formulation of nanoceria was not found in heart or brain. Nanoceria 

administered in PO route showed minimal organ deposition. Tissue accumulation was 

highest following IV administration. Multiple weekly systemic injections of nanoceria over 

a period of 5 weeks did not show any overt pathology in different organs 107.

On the other hand citric acid coated Nanoceria showed different tissue distribution and in 

addition to spleen and liver citric acid Nanoceria were also found in brain when injected 

though IV route. Citric acid coated Nanoceria are reported to have increased blood 

circulation time. Citric acid Nanoceria were even found in blood circulation after 30 days of 

administration, and as expected, longer blood circulation times were observed for smaller 

nanoparticles (5-nm) as compared to larger Nanoceria (55-nm) 108. Therefore, bio-

distribution and pharmacokinetics data of the nanoparticles will help to select Nanoceria 

formulation for specific application.

V. Mechanistic studies on the cell effects of nanoceria

The bio-effects of nanoceria are generally attributed to the Ce3+/Ce4+ redox switch 109. The 

oxygen vacancies may also theoretically exert a biological activity of their own, i.e., 

independently of the redox cycle. Modifications of the materials through nanoceria doping 

with Sm, which consists in the substitution of Sm that has a fix 3+ valence in the Ce lattice 

sites, ends up in eliminating the redox switch activity and in decreasing the Ce3+ 

concentration, thereby keeping the number of oxygen vacancies almost constant. The 

comparison of the effects exerted by nanoceria and Sm-doped nanoceria allows 
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discriminating the eventual roles played by oxygen vacancies or the Ce3+/Ce4+ redox 

couple. With this approach, it was possible to demonstrate that the antioxidant and 

antiapoptotic activity of nanoceria in a system of human monocytes are due to the redox 

activity of nanoceria, since they were abolished by Sm-doping 110. It is uncertain whether 

oxygen vacancies possess biological activity, and so far none has been described.

Nanoceria was shown to increase cell survival in conditions of stress by inhibiting 

apoptosis 109. Apoptosis is often a consequence of oxidative stress, therefore it is 

conceivable that anti-oxidant agents such as nanoceria, decreasing the insult, increase cell 

survival. This was demonstrated in a study on U937 cells, where oxidative vs. non-oxidative 

apoptosis can be recognized by a different cell morphology 111. Nanoceria was shown to 

inhibit only oxidative apoptosis, whereas the non-oxidative pathway remains unaffected 110. 

In the search for the mechanism at the basis of this effect, it was observed that the depletion 

of glutathione (the main intracellular antioxidant), a phenomenon that is a hallmark of 

stress-induced apoptosis 112, is prevented by nanoceria 110, suggesting that nanoceria may 

act on glutathione metabolism, and specifically on its transporters, which are protein 

complexes present on the cell membrane that allow the export of glutathione outside cells, 

and are redox-regulated proteins113. Recently the antioxidant and cell protective action of 

nanoceria was confirmed in a cell inflammatory model, where it is shown that nanoceria 

protect from alterations in oxidative metabolism induced by the cytotoxic agent tumor 

necrosis factor (TNFα) [new ref: Nanoceria protects from alterations in oxidative 

metabolism and calcium overloads induced by TNFα and cycloheximide in U937 cells 114.

Nanoceria were shown to affect endogenous cell defenses, modulating the activity of redox-

sensitive nuclear transcription factors such as nuclear factor-kappa B (NF–κB) 91, 115, 116 

and activator protein 1 (AP1) 91, which are devoted to the promotion of cell survival 

pathways. Moreover, nanoceria increase the expression of superoxide dismutase, thereby 

ameliorating the ROS scavenging effect in response to ionizing radiation91, 115. Nanoceria 

possess anti-inflammatory ability by inhibiting NF–κB activation, thereby reducing the 

expression of the downstream pro-inflammatory proteins 116–118, such as inducible nitric 

oxide synthase (iNOS) and the pro-inflammatory cytokines produced by stimulated 

macrophages 117, 119.

Several studies show that nanoceria selectively protect from damage normal but not cancer 

cells; in fact, in cancer cells nanoceria is even pro-apoptotic 91, 115. These findings are of 

paramount importance, because to date no agents that are selectively toxic for cancer cells 

have been found.

It was hypothesized that the selective toxicity of nanoceria against cancer cells is due to the 

inhibition of nanoceria catalase-like activity occurring in acidic (pH 4.3) environments 120: 

the hypothesis is based on the assumption that pH of cancer microenvironment is acidic due 

to the Warburg effect 91. Moreover, the pH-dependent inhibition of catalase might play a 

role in the selective toxicity of nanoceria on tumor cells considering the very acidic pH (~ 4) 

present within the lysosomal cell compartment 121. Interestingly, it is shown that the 

cytosolic localization of nanoceria is different in normal vs. cancer cells, being cytosolic vs. 

lysosomal, respectively. Internalization of the same preparation of nanoceria vary in tumor 
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vs. normal cells, being localized in lysosomes vs. cytosol, respectively 121. Future research 

will undoubtedly focus on the reason why tumor vs. normal cells impart a different 

localization to nanoceria 122.

Cerium oxide nanoparticles protect cells from ionizing radiations 115. However, in some 

instances irradiated nanoceria behave as pro-oxidant agents. Indeed, it was shown that 

specific intensities of X-rays, peaking at 50–60 keV, induce the production of reactive 

oxygen species 123. At the same time, the Ce3+/Ce4+ redox couple on nanoceria surface 

scavenges the reactive oxygen species produced by irradiation, and therefore the resulting 

effects depend on the balance between these two opposite mechanisms 91.

Oxidative stress has important implications in cardiovascular diseases as their reason and/or 

consequence 124. Cardiac progenitor cells are promising as source for autologous tissue 

engineering for cardiac repair 125. ROS are paramount for reducing stem cell lifetime, 

inducing senescence 126, and impairing self-renewal 127. Nanoceria may counteract these 

effects128. Thus, the internalized nanoparticles worked as a potent, long-lasting ROS 

scavenger able to protect cells from the oxidative damage.

In the near future, much effort will be devoted to: i) elucidate the cellular mechanisms 

behind the action of cerium oxide as a function of the cell type; ii) understand the 

interactions between this promising material and cells; iii) understand the peculiar 

differential effects nanoceria exert on tumor vs. normal cells, with the goal of proposing 

novel approaches to cancer therapy; iv) to implement the studies on the effects of nanoceria 

in the improvement of tissue engineering.

VI. Traversing Physiological Barriers: Differences in Biological Test Beds

Most studies using nanoceria over the past decade have examined biological effects using 

reduced, in vitro preparations that do not fully recapitulate in vivo interactions 4, 6–9, 91, 117. 

Most often, in vitro approaches have made use of immortalized cell lines that differ in their 

genetic and phenotypic profile compared to endogenous, native cells. The principle 

advantage of in vitro studies is the ability to make detailed, single cell measurements of 

primary cell cultures or tissues slices that retain intact architecture and more accurately 

reflect cellular function of native tissues. However, these preparations may not be ideal as 

there are fewer barriers between the bulk solution and cellular uptake of the particles 

compared to in vivo models that have many more anatomical barriers that must be overcome 

for nanoceria to reach a biological target. For example, particles entering the lung or 

gastrointestinal tract destined for the blood stream would need to traverse at least ten 

separate biological barriers before reaching their target 129, and the number of barriers could 

exceed fifteen if the target cell were a neuron (depending on the route of delivery). At each 

barrier, the nanoparticle would encounter cell membranes that may vary in their composition 

as a function of their polarity (i.e. apical and basolateral membranes) and the tortuosity of 

paracellular fluid movement through tissue or uptake by mobile cell types (immune cells). 

As the nanoceria transitions across barriers, the fluid compartments it encounters will also 

vary in their ionic strength, pH and protein content, all of which can profoundly influence 

both the physical and chemical attributes of the particle and hence its biological activity.
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Importance of Nanoparticle Stabilizers

To date, studies exploring the therapeutic potential of nanoceria using intact animals are 

limited 89, 91, 100, 130, and most investigators have utilized nanoceria ranging in size from 3 

to 55 nm, often with very negative zeta potentials (< −50 mV; with the exception of the eye) 

administered as spherical, nanodispersions of bare ceria particles or nominally stabilized 

with citrate or polyethylene glycol 100, 108. In rodent models, bare particles have very short 

plasma half-lives and are prone to aggregation and accumulation in reticulendothelial 

organs 89, 108, 131. Indeed, non-stabilized nanoparticles frequently bind complement or other 

proteins that lead to rapid removal of the nanomaterial by circulating and tissue resident 

macrophages 29, 132. Commercially available, unstabilized or citrate-stabilized cerium oxide 

nanoparticles deposit in the highest levels in the spleen and liver in 

rodents 89, 108, 131, 133, 134. Delivery of non-stabilized, 3–5 nm particles (cumulative dose 2.5 

mg/kg) over a 5 week period resulted in ceria deposition of > 20,000 ug/g in the liver and 

spleen one week after the final injection 107. In contrast, single injections of 5 nm (85 

mg/kg) or 30 nm (70 mg/kg) citrate-stabilized nanoceria resulted in 500 –1000 ug/g 

nanoceria in the liver and spleen 108. Thus, non-stabilized nanoceria material is often 

retained in the reticuloendothelial system to a much greater extent than citrate-stabilized 

particles, regardless of particle size. Not surprisingly, the plasma half-life of these 

formulations of nanoceria are also short: ~ 7 minutes for non-stabilized nanoceria and 1 hour 

for citrate stabilized particles, suggesting that more durable coatings increase circulation 

times and reduce reticuloendothelial system uptake 133, 135. However, many of the 

stabilizers (i.e. citrate, acetate) that are often added to prevent aggregation and optimize 

surface charge are readily washed off when the particles are exposed to physiological salt 

solutions. PEGylation appears to desorb from the particle less quickly, thereby increasing 

plasma circulation times, reducing scavenging by tissue-resident or circulating monocytes as 

well as reducing deposition in the liver and spleen 72. Although the characteristics imparted 

by PEG are a distinct advantage in improving biocompatibility and increasing target tissue 

accumulation associated with increased circulation times, these benefits are offset by the 

possibility of diminished catalytic activity of ceria with high density PEG coating in which 

the surface chemistry dominates chemical reactivity. In addition, depending on the 

molecular weight of the PEG used in synthesis, significant increases in particle size can 

occur. Intravenous delivery of 3 nm, PEGylated nanoparticles significantly reduced infarct 

size following middle cerebral artery occlusion, and the particles resisted agglomeration in 

high salt solutions for days, illustrative of a highly durable coating that retained catalytic 

activity for weeks in solution 100. Curiously, these tissue sparing effects were present only at 

two similar doses (0.5 and 0.7 mg/kg), but not at higher or lower dosing (range = 0.1–1.5 

mg/kg intravenous injections).

A unique stabilizer package was recently developed that includes both citrate and the metal 

chelator EDTA on a 2.9 nm ceria nanoparticle; these Nanoceria distribute to the brain when 

injected intravenously into mice 82. This combination of citric acid and EDTA results in 

highly monodispersed particles that resist agglomeration in high salt solutions and cannot be 

pelleted out using ultracentrifugation (100,000 × g, 4 degrees Celsius). A hallmark of the 

importance of this acid/chelator combination is our finding that removal of the citrate from 

this stabilizer package by either aggressive washing and centrifugation or synthesizing Ce-
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EDTA particles without citrate eliminates both the ROS neutralizing activity of the particles 

and their deposition in the brain (unpublished results). Pharmacokinetic studies of these 

particles administered intravenously in the rat revealed that the half-life of citrate/EDTA 

nanoceria was 3.7 hours (Figure 2A), considerably longer than ceria stabilized with citrate 

alone and far longer than ‘bare’ particles. Again, this supports the use of a more durable 

stabilizer that seems to avoid active removal by cells of the immune system. Consistent with 

this notion of reduced clearance by reticuloendothelial organs, tissue levels of nanoceria in 

the liver and spleen were extremely low in healthy animals 82 compared to previous studies 

using 5 nm, citrate stabilized nanoceria at similar time points 108. Renal clearance of 

negatively charged particles is thought to occur quickly with particles less than 6 nm in size, 

but nanomaterials larger than 6 nm are likely to end up in the liver and the spleen 136. The 

stabilizer package of citric acid and EDTA appears to be unique. Extensive screening of a 

variety of other biocompatible acids and metal chelator combinations have yielded lower 

performing particles (unpublished results) tested in a hippocampal brain slice model of 

oxidative injury 76 than the combination of citrate and EDTA. Although the chemistry 

associated with this combination of stabilizers is not yet clear, it is possible that the citric 

acid may serve as an electron transfer agent between the particle surface and the reactive 

oxygen species, whereas the EDTA may serve to hold the ceria/citrate complex together. 

Given that the zeta potential of the citrate/EDTA particle (−23.5 mV) exceeds that of citrate 

(−20.8 mV) or EDTA alone (−15.7 mV), there may be a synergy with the combination of 

compounds. Clearly, parsing apart the chemistry will be necessary to understand the 

chemical interactions of this complex to optimize its biological action.

Clearance of Nanoceria

The clearance of nanoparticles also reflects how the body views the material as a biological 

entity. High levels of ‘bare’ or \citrate stabilized nanoparticles are retained in the liver in 

rodents up to 90 days post-administration, and, importantly, little decrement was observed in 

tissue levels over time 133. The high concentration and long duration of residence may likely 

contribute to the observed toxicity in the liver and the spleen associated with these 

formulations of ceria 133, 137. In contrast to these findings, a single 20 mg/kg intravenous 

dose of citrate/EDTA stabilized nanoceria showed progressive clearance from the brain, 

liver and spleen over a six month period with large decreases being observed after 3 months 

in the tissues examined (Figure 2b–e) and 82. The mechanism(s) of ceria clearance in intact 

animals have not been well studied and are not currently known. Although decreases in ceria 

content were noted, low levels of ceria in the liver, spleen and brain persist for months 82, 

though by 12 months post-injection, ceria levels are near detection limits for most organs 

(unpublished data). Histopathology of livers harvested from mice administered 30 mg/kg of 

citrate-EDTA stabilized nanoceria per week for 5 weeks were unremarkable compared to 

saline injected controls 82, however the biological effects of lengthy residence times is not 

currently known. Although quantitative estimates of cerium elimination are rare, it appears 

that the primary route of elimination for cerium, regardless of route of administration, is 

through the feces, with smaller (<10%) amounts eliminated in the urine 138, 139. It has been 

suggested that the fecal excretion of systemically absorbed cerium is due to elimination in 

the bile 138, since hepatic clearance was due primarily to biliary function.
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Moving forward, additional studies will be needed to identify the clearance routes and 

evaluate the biological consequences of persistent low levels of ceria in tissues for extended 

periods of time. Taken together, these data show that the choice of stabilizers and their 

durability are critical in evaluating the biological impact of metal oxides like nanoceria and 

their potential for drug development.

Nanoceria’s impact on immune system homeostasis

As with any other foreign molecule, the introduction of nanoceria to an organism has the 

potential to modulate the function of the intact immune system. Typically, the size of 

individual ceria nanoparticles would allow them to escape detection by the immune system, 

but any tendency of nanoceria to accumulate into larger aggregates increases the likelihood 

of uptake by phagocytic immune cells and the potential to initiate an immune response 140. 

Further, while nanoceria itself may not be immunogenic, the particles could act as haptens 

by adsorbing to endogenous proteins of the necessary size and complexity to function as 

carriers 141. The resultant response is similar to the development of an allergy to drugs like 

penicillin that become immunogenic in some patients when interacting with host proteins. 

Thus, selecting the appropriate stabilizer for nanoceria synthesis is also important for 

minimization of self-aggregation and protein adsorption in the context of the immune 

system.

Cells of the innate immune system, particularly phagocytic macrophage and neutrophil cells, 

are those most likely to trigger immediate inflammatory responses to nanoceria exposure. In 

the skin, resident Langerhans cells (a type of dendritic cell) and rapidly recruited neutrophils 

and macrophages can clear the area of nanomaterials, but may be triggered by nanoceria 

aggregates or nanoceria complexing to other proteins to release pro-inflammatory cytokines. 

Human primary neutrophils exposed to sodium polyacrylate stabilized nanoceria generated 

increased levels of matrix-metalloproteinase 9 and myeloperoxidase and upregulated 

markers of degranulation 142. While these characteristics would be desirable during a 

response to pathogen exposure, unnecessary release of such tissue destructive enzymes 

could be damaging to healthy tissues. However, the authors noted aggregation of these 

nanoparticles 142, which increases the likelihood that scavenger receptors and complement 

receptors might be engaged to initiate this behavior. Stabilizing the nanoceria with a coating 

less likely to trigger aggregation may in fact alleviate this effect. Indeed, the choice of 

stabilizer and the resulting chemical characteristics did impact uptake by non-immune cell 

lines in several studies 121, 143. Increased cellular uptake of heparin-functionalized nanoceria 

compared to non-stabilized nanoceria by a human monocyte cell line is some evidence that 

stabilizer choice does in fact affect immune cell responses 144. However, regardless of 

stabilizer coating, the nanoceria was able to reduce ROS levels in this activated monocyte 

cell line 144, 145. Decreased ROS production was also observed in two murine macrophage 

cell lines that were either unstimulated 146 or stimulated 117. Uptake of nanoceria and ROS 

level reduction was observed in a size-dependent manner in activated monocytes 145, further 

suggesting that larger individual nanoceria particles (and theoretically nanoceria aggregates) 

have the potential to be more immunomodulatory than smaller nanoceria that can evade 

aggregation with itself or other proteins. A consequence of such reduced ROS levels could 

be impaired innate immune cell destruction of pathogens. Patients with chronic 
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granulomatous disease (CGD) whose macrophages and neutrophils lack the ROS-producing 

enzyme nicotinamide adenine dinucleotide phosphate (NADPH) oxidase suffer from chronic 

fungal and bacterial infections due to an inability of these cells to generate sufficient ROS to 

kill pathogens 147. Though it is unclear whether nanoceria could reduce ROS to the same 

levels as in the cells of CGD patients, any degree of ROS reduction may interfere with the 

ability of innate cells to clear pathogens, thus rendering patients vulnerable to infection.

Though such in vitro observations provide some insight into the potential response of 

immune cells to nanoceria exposure, studies published thus far provide an incomplete 

picture of how the immune system could be affected by such exposure. First, many studies 

(with the exception of 142, 148) utilize cell lines which, even when they are human lines as 

opposed to murine cell lines, cannot serve as a perfect proxy for primary human cells. 

Second, though not a major source of ROS and hence not as involved in oxidative stress, 

dendritic cells (DCs) must be considered, given their predominant role as the link between 

the innate and adaptive immune systems. Any immunomodulatory effects on DCs can 

directly impact the incidence of T cell activation which, if improperly timed, could promote 

autoimmunity. Third, while in vitro cultures allow for focus on specific cell types and 

specific cell functions, immune cells do not function in isolation in the body. For example, 

would nanoceria-induced decreases in ROS production in neutrophils and macrophages shift 

the burden of pathogen clearance and destruction to the complement system or to slower-

acting adaptive immune system? Since immune cells function as a system, it is quite difficult 

to fully grasp the extent of nanoceria’s effects without studying a whole organism.

Application of nanoceria to oxidative stress-mediated disease

Autoimmune diseases that involve oxidative stress provide a unique opportunity to examine 

the simultaneous effects of nanoceria on inappropriately activated immune cells and on 

levels of ROS that also contribute to disease pathology. The autoimmune disease multiple 

sclerosis (MS) is complex in that is characterized by different disease progression patterns in 

part due to the involvement of distinct immune cell populations or combinations of cell 

populations and their respective cellular secretions 149. Disease pathogenesis results in the 

loss of the myelin sheath coating neurons in the central nervous system; neurons lacking this 

insulating structure cannot efficiently convey nerve impulses that allow communication 

between neurons and control of muscles 150. As a result, MS patients suffer loss of motor 

function and paralysis 150.

Rodent models called experimental autoimmune encephalomyelitis (EAE) replicate the 

symptoms of MS and are used to investigate both disease pathogenesis as well as potential 

therapeutic reagents 151. The murine model of chronic progressive MS is induced in 

C57BL/6 mice by targeting immune cell activation against the myelin oligodendrocyte 

glycoprotein (MOG), eliciting both helper T (TH) cell responses and the involvement of 

infiltrating macrophages 151. TH cells orchestrate the autoimmune destruction of myelin via 

cytokine production 150. In particular, TH cell-derived cytokines activate macrophages, 

initiating and amplifying production of pro-inflammatory cytokines and ROS by the 

macrophages themselves. These ROS generate oxidative stress in the CNS that damages 

myelin and other macromolecules 150. Application of nanoceria to this disease model would 
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thus enable analysis of two questions about nanoceria. First, can nanoceria retain its 

functional activity in the intact animal (despite needing to cross numerous biological 

membrane barriers and forming a protein corona) upon reaching the brain and encountering 

ROS? Second, how does nanoceria affect immune cells in vivo as part on an intact system? 

If nanoceria was viewed by the body as “foreign” and activated the immune system, one 

would expect nanoceria to amplify the deleterious effects of immune cells and potentially 

exacerbate disease symptoms.

When treated with intravenous doses of sodium-citrate stabilized nanoceria, MOG EAE 

mice displayed fewer motor deficits and less severe clinical symptoms than control 

animals 82. The dose of nanoceria delivered correlated with the reduction in disease severity 

observed as well as with the amount of material detected in the brains of these animals. 

Brain sections harvested from nanoceria-treated EAE animals late in the disease course also 

exhibited lower levels of ROS than those harvested from control and fingolimod treated 

EAE animals, indicating that the antioxidant function of the nanoceria was preserved after 

entering the CNS compartment (Figure 3). The alleviation of disease symptoms suggests 

that nanoceria at least did not worsen the pro-inflammatory function of TH and macrophage 

cells, which is also supported by the observation of similar numbers of these cells in the 

brains of nanoceria vs control animals (Figure 4). A more complete analysis of the cytokine 

secretion and phenotype of these cells is certainly required before a lack of 

immunomodulatory activity can be concluded. However, several important points can be 

concluded from this study. First, the stabilized nanoceria was detected in the brain of healthy 

and EAE animals, in contrast to others who did not detect nanoceria in the brain 107. The 

sodium citrate stabilization appears to have conferred a favorable distribution pattern to the 

nanoceria, yielding sufficient levels of particles in the brain to have therapeutic effect while 

maintaining inherent ROS-neutralizing properties. Second, use of the animal model allowed 

for analysis of effects on immune cells altogether in the intact system as opposed to in vitro 

studies of isolated cell types; that the stabilized nanoceria did not appear to aggravate or 

promote immune cell function is as exciting as the potential therapeutic efficacy observed in 

this disease model. Thus, when comparing this work to others, it appears that the nuances of 

particle formulation and stabilization drive the unique distribution, clearance, and functional 

capacity of nanoceria.

Nanoceria and Eye Diseases – In Vivo

Recent research has focused on the identification and characterization of agents that provide 

protection to the retina (primarily photoreceptors) against diseases and injury. For the past 

ten years we have focused primarily on the use of cerium oxide nanoparticles (nanoceria) to 

prolong vision in animal models of human diseases. The eye is a globe consisting of a tough 

exterior coat, the sclera, which is continuous with the clear cornea in the front of the eye. 

The anterior chamber is a fluid filled space beneath the cornea and above the iris (colored 

part) of the eye. The lens helps to form the bottom part of the anterior chamber and is 

suspended in the a gel-liquid matrix (vitreous) which fills the interior of the globe and keeps 

the neural part, the retina, against a thick (Bruch’s) membrane which is in contact with a 

layer of protective/nourishing cells called Retina Pigment Epithelial (RPE) in the back of 

the eye. The choroid (blood supply) is beneath the RPE and attached to the interior of the 
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sclera. Light passes successively through the cornea, anterior chamber, lens, vitreous and is 

detected in the back of the eye by the photoreceptors of the retina.

Like the testis and brain, the eye is an immune privileged organ which means that it is not 

under surveillance by the immune system and the presence of a foreign antigen does not 

normally produce an inflammatory response. Many neurodegenerative eye diseases have 

been shown to progress through a common metabolic connection, irrespective of the primary 

defect causing the disease. This common node is the chronic or acute accumulation of toxic 

Reactive Oxygen Species (ROS) in excess of the cellular defenses. At some undefined 

threshold of ROS damage, the cell initiates apoptosis or necrosis and dies. It is logical to 

think that by preventing the ROS damage, one might prevent the death of the cells or at least 

prolong their lives and function, which in the case of the retina is vision.

Distribution and Retention of nanoceria in the eye

The eye has unique advantages for the study of therapeutic agents because the volume of the 

eye is small and therefore smaller amounts of a therapeutic agent can be effective. Nanoceria 

are catalytic antioxidants which mimic the enzymatic activities of superoxide dismutase 

(SOD) and catalase 119. Using inductively coupled plasma mass spectrometry (ICP-MS), we 

investigated 152 the temporal and spatial distributions of nanoceria in healthy rat retinas after 

a single intravitreal injection. The data demonstrated (Figure 5) that nanoceria were rapidly 

and preferentially taken up by the retina and, most surprising to us, the majority of nanoceria 

were retained in the retina with a half-life of over one year (414 days). No acute or long-

term negative effects of nanoceria on retinal function (electroretinography - ERG) or 

cytoarchitecture (histology) were detected at any time point, even after prolonged exposure. 

These properties indicate that small doses of nanoceria have the potential to provide 

powerful, long lasting protection against the destructive effects of retinal diseases.

Nanoceria Destroy ROS and Prevent Light-Induced Retinal Degeneration

We initially tested CeNP in primary cell cultures of retinal neurons and found them to be 

effective in preventing H2O2-induced cell death5. This led us to test their effectiveness in 

our “blindness on demand” albino rat model for Age-related Macular Degeneration (AMD) 

in which the extent of retinal degeneration can be controlled by the intensity of light and the 

duration of exposure. Because the retina is completely contained within the eye, we thought 

that direct injection of CeNP into the vitreous would enable us to limit the amount of CeNP 

and provide the highest concentration of CeNP to the retina without requiring that the whole 

animal be dosed. The retina is about 250 um thick with the photoreceptor cell layer (125 um 

thick) being the furthest distance (~125 um) from the vitreous. This means that to be 

effective, the nanoceria must pass through and/or around multiple cell types and must enter 

photoreceptors to be effective against intracellular ROS which only travel Angstrom 

distances before reacting with other molecules.

Our experimental paradigm was to inject nanoceria or vehicle into the vitreous of the eye on 

day 0; three days later expose the rat to bright light for 6 hours; and 7 days later determine 

retinal function by electroretinography (ERG) and end the experiment. Light damage to the 

retina proceeds through ROS production and our data suggested that Nanoceria decreased 
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light induced ROS in the retina. To evaluate the effectiveness of the CeNP, we examined the 

histological morphology of the retina and measured its thickness which is directly 

proportional to the number of rod photoreceptor cells in the retina. Our data indicated that 

the morphology and rod content of the retina was protected against light damage by CeNP. 

More significantly, using electroretinography (ERG), the data showed (Figure 6) a 

concentration dependent protection of retinal function with less than ½ nanogram providing 

significant protection and 3.5 nanograms providing almost complete protection. This study 5 

led us to examine other animal models of human eye diseases.

Inherited Retinal Degeneration

The light damage model exhibits many features of AMD but in keeping with our 

overarching hypothesis that most eye diseases involve ROS as a major connection between 

the primary defect and downstream effects, we next examined a mouse model with 

hereditary eye disease. The tubby mouse has inherited retinal degeneration with an early 

onset and continuous progression to blindness. Our data demonstrated 89 that systemic 

delivery of CeNP, via intracardial injections, protect the tubby retina by decreasing ROS, 

up-regulating the expression of neuroprotection-associated genes; down-regulating apoptosis 

signaling pathways and/or up-regulating survival signaling pathways to slow photoreceptor 

degeneration over a two week period. We next tested 88 the duration of the effects of 

intravitreal injection of CeNP at Postnatal day (P)7 when examined at P28, P49, P80 and 

P120. The expression of antioxidant associated genes and photoreceptor-specific genes was 

significantly up regulated, the mislocalization of rod and cone opsins was decreased, and 

retinal structure and function were protected.

AMD and Diabetic Retinopathy

Many neurodegenerative diseases are known to occur and progress because of oxidative 

stress, the presence of ROS in excess of the cellular defensive capabilities. AMD and 

Diabetic Retinopathy (DR) share oxidative stress as a common node upstream of the 

blinding effects of these diseases. Knockout of the very low density lipoprotein receptor 

(vldlr) gene results in a mouse that develops pathological intraretinal and subretinal 

neovascular lesions within the first month of life and is an excellent model for a “wet” form 

of AMD called retinal angiomatous proliferation (RAP). We found 90 that a single 

intravitreal injection of nanoceria (172 nanograms) into the vldlr−/− eye inhibited: the rise in 

ROS in the retina; increases in vascular endothelial growth factor (VEGF) in the 

photoreceptor layer; and the formation of intraretinal and subretinal neovascular lesions. Of 

more therapeutic significance, injection of nanoceria into older mice resulted in the 

regression of existing vascular lesions indicating that the pathologic neovessels require the 

continual production of excessive ROS. Our data demonstrate the unique ability of 

nanoceria to prevent downstream effects of oxidative stress in vivo and support their 

therapeutic potential for treatment of neurodegenerative diseases such as AMD and DR.

Therapeutic Duration of Nanoceria and Pathways Affected

To determine the long-term therapeutic effects and mechanisms of nanoceria action on 

regression of existing pathologic neovascularization in vldlr−/− mouse, young adult mice 
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were injected at P28 and their therapeutic function analyzed through P70153. Multiple 

parameters for nanoceria effects were examined including: regression of existing abnormal 

blood vessels, reduction of vascular leakage, down-regulation of the expression VEGF, 

acrolein, glial fibrillary acidic protein (GFAP) and caspase 3 as well as the up-regulation of 

the expression of rod- and cone-opsin genes and the pro-apoptotic ASK1-P38/JNKeNFekB 

signaling pathway. Our data (Figure 7) demonstrated that a single intravitreal injection of 

nanoceria in P28 vldlr−/− mice produced sustained regression of existing oxidative stress-

induced neovascularizations, prevented blood vessel leakage and inhibited apoptosis via 

down-regulation of the ASK1-P38/JNK-NF-kB signaling pathway through P70. The 

nanoceria do not destroy all ROS and, in the case of the vldlr−/− mouse, they do not 

eliminate all VEGF or have any effect on normal retinal vasculature. This is important 

because VEGF is also a neuroprotectant and is necessary for intracellular signaling.

CeNP Effects on Oxidative stress and inflammation

AMD is accompanied by an inflammatory immune response without the presence of any 

bacterial or viral agent and is referred to as sterile inflammation154. In our study118, we 

examined the effect of nanoceria on expression of 88 major cytokines in the retinas of 

vldlr−/− mice using a PCR array. A single intravitreal injection of nanoceria at P28 caused 

inhibition of pro-inflammatory cytokines and pro-angiogenic growth factors including Tslp, 

Lif, Il3, Il7, VEGFa, Fgf1, Fgf2, Fgf7, Egf, Efna3, Lep, and up-regulation of several 

cytokines and anti-angiogenic genes in the vldlr−/− retina within one week. An Ingenuity 

Pathway Analysis software search for biological functions, pathways, and interrelationships 

between gene networks identified many genes whose activities are involved in cell 

signaling, cellular development, growth and proliferation, and tissue development. Western 

blot data analysis revealed that nanoceria inhibit the activation of ERK 1/2, JNK, p38 MAP 

kinase, and Akt. These data indicate that nanoceria may represent a novel therapeutic 

strategy to treat AMD, RAP, and other neurodegenerative diseases.

Ocular oncology

Most recently, using a mouse model 155 which develops bilateral retinoblastomas, we 

demonstrated that a single injection of nanoceria inhibited the growth of the retinoblastoma 

tumors 156. For this experimental paradigm, after bilateral tumors had developed, the left eye 

was injected with saline and the right eye with nanoceria in saline and mice were euthanized 

at one, two and three weeks later. The tumor area was determined on histological serial 

sections through the entire eye and the total tumor volume in each eye was calculated by 

summing all of the areas. CeNP injected eyes had 50% less tumor volume over three weeks 

indicating that CeNP inhibit tumor growth. VEGF in the CeNP injected eyes was also found 

to be less than half the amount in the saline injected eyes. Histological analysis also showed 

that most CeNP injected eyes had no metastasis from the posterior chamber of the eye to the 

anterior chamber whereas all saline or uninjected eyes showed tumor invasion of the anterior 

chamber. Longitudinal studies on individual mice using small animal Magnetic Resonance 

Imaging (MRI) confirmed the conclusion from the histological data that the volume of the 

tumors was half as large in the CeNP injected eyes as in the saline injected eyes. However, 

most intriguing from a therapeutic perspective, the MRI data also demonstrated that the 

tumors present at the time of CeNP injection decreased by 43% over the three week period 
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and that the blood flow in the tumor of the nanoceria injected eyes was 53% less than that in 

the saline injected eyes 156 suggesting that one of the mechanisms by which Nanoceria 

shrink retinoblastomas is by decreasing their access to oxygen and nutrients.

Summary

For all models of eye disease we have studied, the most common feature is the production of 

excess ROS and this step appears to be a very early change with multiple downstream 

signaling pathways being subsequently affected. However, the pattern of change in gene 

expression appears to be unique for each mutation and/or insult (e.g., light damage) and 

nanoceria simply reduce the ROS to normal levels in those areas (location, location, 

location) most affected such as the mitochondria and rod/cone outer segments. When the 

ROS levels are returned to near normal by nanoceria, there are additional pathways which 

are affected by these changes. We (unpublished observations) and others have found that 

simply penetrating the eye with a needle or injecting saline, results in the upregulation of 

numerous neuroprotective genes and the downregulation of pro-apoptotic genes. However, 

for rats injected with saline, cDNA microarrays showed that the gene changes induced by 

saline were transient and returned to normal levels after 24 hours whereas in the eyes of the 

nanoceria injected rats, these changes continued to be up/down regulated when measured at 

48 and 72 hours. These data indicate that the neuroprotective response of the retina to injury 

is maintained and amplified by nanoceria suggesting that nanoceria would have an additive 

or synergistic effect when used in a combinatorial manner with other agents which provide a 

“preconditioning effect”. Such systems are currently being evaluated. Nanoceria are 

catalytic antioxidants with broad spectrum effects which suggest they may be therapeutic for 

multiple types of ocular diseases.

Conclusions

It is clear from the depth and scope of the studies reviewed in this critical review that 

nanoceria is emerging as an anti-inflammatory material. The synthesis and characterization 

of many different types of nanoceria also show that the chemistry of the surface of these 

nanoparticles is quite varied, and that interactions with biologically relevant molecules such 

as proteins, anions and lipids are likely to alter the behaviour of nanoceria in vivo. Many 

questions still remain as to the natural protein corona that builds on nanoceria in vivo, and 

the role it plays in maintaining catalytic activity of nanoceria. Undoubtedly the study of 

these very intriguing nanoparticles will continue at the interface of biology, biomedical 

science and material science for years to come.
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Figure 1. 
CeO2 NPs accelerate the decay of peroxynitrite in vitro. (A) Relative absorbance of 

peroxynitrite (25 μM) at 320 nm over time (seconds) either in the absence or presence of 

CeO2 nanoparticles (100 μM), SiO2 nanoparticles (100 μM), uric acid (UA) (1 mM), or 

glutathione (GSH) (0.5 mM). (B) Relative APF (10 μM) fluorescence at 490 nm excitation 

and 515 nm emission wavelength of either peroxynitrite (20 μm) alone, or in combination 

with CeO2 nanoparticles (100 μM), SiO2 nanoparticles (100 μM), uric acid (1 mM), or 

glutathione (0.5 mM) measured over a time period of 14 seconds. Data are representative of 

three or more experiments. Reproduced with permission from Drug Discovery and 

Translational Research 87.
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Figure 2. 
Citrate-EDTA stabilized nanoparticles exhibit a relatively lengthy half-life and can penetrate 

the blood brain barrier. (A) Sprague Dawley rats were injected intravenously with 10 mg/kg 

Nanoceria, and the blood ceria content was measured by ICP-MS over time. (B–E) Healthy 

SJL/J mice were injected once intravenously with 20 mg/kg Nanoceria, and tissues were 

harvested at various time points to assess ceria content by ICP-MS. The amount of ceria in 

each tissue at 24 hours post-injection is indicated as “Load”.
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Figure 3. 
Mice with a model of multiple sclerosis exhibit lower ROS levels in the hippocampus when 

treated with citrate-EDTA stabilized Nanoceria. Experimental autoimmune 

encephalomyelitis was induced in female C57BL/6 mice, and animals were treated with 

intravenous injections of saline control or 30 mg/kg Nanoceria (days -1, 0, 3, 7, 14, 21, 28, 

35) or were treated orally with fingolimod beginning on day 7 (2ug/L). Beginning on day 

42, animals were perfused with PBS post-euthanization, and harvested brains were sliced 

and stained with CM-H2DCFDA fluorophore to detect total ROS (A). (B) Separate sections 

were stained with an anti-laminin antibody to visualize the vasculature in the brain. (C) ROS 

levels in brain slices from CeNP treated (left) or control (right) animals. G/P: granular 

purkinje. M: molecular layer. NS: not significant.
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Figure 4. 
Macrophage and TH cell populations in the brains of mice with a model of multiple sclerosis 

are not significantly altered by citrate-EDTA stabilized CeNP treatment. Mice with 

experimental autoimmune encephalomyelitis were treated with intravenous doses of control 

saline, or 10 mg/kg Nanoceria in a preventative (days -1,0, 3, 7, 14, 21, 28) or therapeutic 

treatment (days 3, 7, 14, 21, 28) regimen. Brains were harvested from PBS-perfused 

euthanized animals on day 45 and lymphocyte populations were identified by antibody 

stains: (A) CD4-PE for TH cells, (B) CD45-PE and CD11b-PerCp for macrophages.
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Figure 5. 
CeNP are retained in the retina with a half-life of 414 days. CeNP (344 ng) were injected 

into the vitreous of the eye, the retina was dissected and cerium was determined by ICP-MS 

at the indicated times. [Modified from reference Wong 2013)
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Figure 6. 
CeNP provide concentration dependent protection of retinal function from light damage. 

Waveform ERG data. See text for details. [modified from ref (4)].
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Figure 7. 
CeNP (172 ng at P28) decrease neovascularization and leakage as visualized by 

fluorescence fundoscopy at P49. The columns are as labeled and the rows are images at (1) 2 

min, (2) 4 min and (3) 6 min after fluorescein injection. The normal retinal vasculature is 

seen in the wild type (wt). The many leaky neovascularizations seen in untreated vldlr−/− 

mice are remarkably reduced by CeNP. [Modified from Cai-2013)]
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